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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
In the following pictorial index to the characters of classic
al mythology in Tennyson's "Princess", books and periodicals relat-
ing to art, mythology and antiquities have been consulted; and from
a great amount of material these references have been chosen.
No two references to illustrations of the sane work have been
given, the object being, in each case to select the best. Quo-
tations to show the context of the sentences in which the mytholog-
ical characters appear in the Princess have been added; also
short notes explaining the power and significance of the characters.
The first arrangement is by order of lines in which the
references are given in the "Princess". Arrangement under these
heads, however, is alphabetical by the titles of the pictures,
which have been copied exactly, with the following exceptions:--
(1) Articles when forming the first word of the title have
been omitted
.
(2) The sign' & is used instead of the written word, in the Ger-
man and French, as well as in the English sentences.
(3) Parentheses and dashes are omitted.
(4) Brackets are used for added words.
vrhen a character is mentioned in more than one place in
The Princess, e. g. Cupid , Canto 1, line 230 , Canto 2, line 5G2 ,
the descriptive notes and list of pictures occur only under the
first entry. Later entries give name of characters, quotations,
and reference to first entry.
l
u,uc/
In the references to periodicals in which pictures may bo found
information is in full; the name, date, volume & page being given.
References to books, however, have simply the author's family name
unless more is given for the purpose of distinction, With the nura-
b r of the page on which the picture is found, other information
being included in the following alphabetical list of books & per-
iodicals, in the library of the University of Illinois from which
the references were chosen. Call numbers, the author's full name,
the title of the book and a few of the items of imprint are given.
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BOOKS A1JD PERIODICALS CONSULTED
013.05 American journal of archaeology. 1896-1902.
AJ
v. 10-17. Princeton & IT. Y. 1896-1902
705 Art & decoration. Jan. 1898 - April 1904. v. 1-1
3
AD
v. 14, nos.1-4. Par. Jan. 1898 - April 1904.
705 Art amateur; a monthly journal devoted to art in the
AA
household. Dec . 1880-!Tov. 1882. June 1885-Dec
1900. v. 4-7, 13-43. v. 3, no. >, v. 8,no . 1,
v.l0,nos.2, 4, Fc 6. N. Y. Dec . 1880-De c . 1900
705 Art interchange.
.
1892-94. v. 28-33. IT. Y.
AI
1892-94.
705 Art journal. 1895- April 1904. v. 47-55, v. 56,
AJ
no 3. 1-4. Lond. 1895-April 1904.
708.2 Art journal.
Ar7
Exhibition of the art industry of Dublin, 1853.
Lond. n.d.
705 Artist; an illustrated monthly record of arts, crafts :
AR
.
industries. 1880-July 1902. v. 1-35. Lond
1880 -July 1902.
705 Arts for America, Jan. -Jul" 1896, Sept . 1896-ITov
.
AT
1899. v. 6-8 . v. 5, nos.1-6. Chic. 1896-
Mov. 1899.

~4.
70S. 4 Baschet, Ludovic, nub.
qB29
( Le ) panorama; noa rr.usees nationaux,le Louvre & 1c
Luxembourg, Par. n.d.
913.38 Baumeister, Karl August & others.
B32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v. Mull.
I880-80.
709 Bayet, Charles.
B34
Precis d'histoire de l'art. Par. clOGG.
730 Baxter, Mrs Lucy E. (Barnes).
B33
Sculpture; renaissance & modern, by Leader Scott.
N.Y. 1886. (Illustrated handbooks of art history.)
709 Bell. Mrs Nancy R . E. ( Meugens )
.
B41
Elementary history of art., by II. D'Anvers. N.Y.
1887. (Illustrated biographies of the great artists.)
759.4 Brov/nell, William Crarv.
OJ3812
French art, classical & contemporary, painting & sculp-
ture. New ed. N.Y. 1901.
709.37 Burn, Robert.
B93
Roman literature in relation to Roman art. Lond.
1888.
704 Burty, Philippe.
B95
Chef s-d 1 ouvre of the industrial arts. N.Y. 1369,
730 Carproni, Pietro P. & Bro.
C17
Catalogue cf plaster cast reproductions. Dost.
C1894.

707
017
Carproni & Brothers. Boston.
Special list of casts recommended for decoration of
school rooms. Best. 190 I.
051
C
Century magazine. 1881-May 1904. v. 1-67, v. 68, no .
1
N.Y. 1081 -May 1904.
750
035
Chainplin, John Denison, jr & Perkins C: C. ed.
Cyclopedia of painters & painting. 4v. N.Y. 1900
760
qC36
Chapin, Willis 0.
Masters & masterpieces of engraving II. Y. 1894,
704
cC43
Child, Theodore.
Art & criticism. N.Y. 1892.
735
cC54
Clark, William J. jr.
Great American sculptures. N.Y. 1878.
709.38 Collignon, Leon liaxime.
C69
Manuel d 1 archeologie Grecque. cl881.
709.38 Collignon', Leon Iv'axime.
C69E
Manual of Greek archaeology; tr.by J.H: ''"right
Lond. 1886.
292
069
Collignon, Leon I'axime.
Mythologie figuree de la Grece. Par. 1885,
709
D36
DeForesi", Julia. B.
Short historv of art. N.Y. C1081.
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913.375 Dennis, George.
D42
Cities 02 cemeteries of Etruria. Ed. 3. Lond. 18 13.
755 Didron, Adoiphe Uapoleon.
D56
Christian iconography. Lond i057.
750 Duff, LTary Graham.
D87
Some famous paintings & their homes. Bost. 1887.
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures & their homes. 2v . Bost.
1889.
913.577 Dyer, Thomas Henry.
D98
Pompeii; its hi-story, buildings & antiquities . Lond.
1867.
913.32 Edwards, Amelia Blanford.
Ed9
Pharohs, feliahs & explorers. H.Y. i892.
730 Flaxman, John.
F61
Lectures on sculcture. Fd.2. Lend. 1888,
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
G17
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v. Lond. 1896-97,
(Handbooks of archaeoiogy <x antiquities.)
914.55 Gardner, Edmund S.
517
Story of Florence. Lond. i903 (Mediaeval town
ser. )

292 Gay ley, Charles Mills.
G25
Classic myths in English literature. Bost. 1894.
709 Goodyear, William Henry.
G63
History of art. Ed. 3. N.Y. clG88.
709 Goodyear, William Henry.
Go or
Renaissance & modern art. Meadville (Pa). 1894,
709.37 Goodyear, William Henry.
G63
Roman <?c mediaeval art. Meadville (Pa). 1893.
913.377 Gusman, Pierre.
G97
Pompeii, the city, its life & art; tr. by Florence
Simmonds & M. Jourdain. Lond. 1900.
910.8 Kakluyt, Richard.
H12
Principal navigations, voyages, traffiques & discover
ies of the English nation. v. 1-4. Glasg. 1903-
913.38 Harper's dictionary of classical literature & antiquities.
H23
N.Y." 1897.
051 Harper's monthly magazine. 1850-May1904. v. 1-107,
H
v.lOG, nos. 1-7. N.Y. 1850 -May 1904.
759.1 Hartmann, Sadakichi.
H59
History of American art. Bost. 1902.
707 Kennecke, C. & Co.
qH39
Art studies. Ed. 4 enl. Chic. 1889.
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7.50
H39
pam
Hennecke, C. & Co.
Plastic art. 7 'llwaukee (Wis.), c!895,
913.38 Hill, George Francis, ed.
H55
Illustrations of school , classics . Lond. 1903
759
H85w
Hoyt, Deristhe L.
World's painters Oc their pictures. Bost. 1899,
7 38
1186
Huddiston, John Homer.
Lessons from Greek pottery ;i.Y. 1902.
7 59.5
H93
Harll, Est e lie May
.
Rachael. Bost. 1899, (Riverside art ser. v.l.)
709
qln8
International art association.
(The) fine arts. Chic. 1900. (Progress v.G.)
705
III
International studio. Mar . 1897-Mar . 1898, July 1, 1898.
v.1-3, v.4 no. 13, v. 5 no. 17.
1898.
l-T.Y. Har. 1897-Julv
913.05 Journal of Hellenic studies; official or^an of the Societ;
JH
for the promotion of Hellenic studies. 1880-1902.
v.1-22. Lond. 1880-1902.
913.05 Journal of Hellenic studies. Plates. 1880-87. v. 1-8,
J Hp
no. 1-83. Lond. n.d.
750
KG1
Koehlcr, Sylvester Rosa.
History of painting from the time of the Egjrptians to
the close of the 13tii centurv. 1879.

_ o *
759.1 Kins, Pauline.
K58
American mural painting. , Boat. 1902.
913.37 Lanciani Radolfo Amadeo.
L22p
Pagan & christian Rome. Bost. 1893.
034 Larousse, Pierre Athanase.
qL322
Nouveau Larcusse illustre; dictionnaire universal ency-
clopedique; ed. by Claude Auge. v.l-G. Par. n.d.
709 Liibke, Wilhelm von. & Lutzow, K. P. A. von.
L96
Denkmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 2v. Stut. 1884.
709 Lubke, wilhelm von.
L96g
Grundriss der kunstgeschichte ; tr. by Max Semrau.
Ed. 12. v. 1-3. Stut. 1899-1903.
709 Liibke, Wilhelm von. .
qL96
History of art; tr. by F. E. Burnett. Ed. 2
Lond. 1869.
709 Lubke, Wilhelm von.
L96GE
Outlines of the history of art; Ed. by C. C. Cook
2 v. N.Y. 1881.
051 McClures magazine. Dec. 1895-May 1904.
MC
v. 3-22, v. 33, no.l. N.Y. Dec. 1895-May 1904.
705 Magazine of art. Dec. 1GG3-Apr. 1904.
MA
v.7-27. 28 nos. 1-6. N.Y. Dec. l_'83-Aor. 1904.
913.377 Mau, August.
M442
Pompeii, its life & art ; tr. by P. W* Kelse;
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New eel. N.Y. 1902.
730.9 Marquand, Allan & Frothingham, A. L.
Text-book of the history of sculpture. N.Y. 1896
709.37 Martha, Jules.
M36
Manuel d ' archeologie etrusque et roraaine . Par. n.d.
759 Masters in art; a series of illustrated monographs. Bost
oM39
1900.
730 Mitchell, Mrs. Lucy Meyers (Wright).
ql'69
Historv of ancient sculpture. N.Y. 1883.
705 Modern art. Apr. 1894-Dec. 1895. v. 3, v. 8, nos.2-4.
MD
Indianapolis (Ind.)" Apr. 1894- Dec. 1895,
709.45 Muntz, Eugene.
qM88
Kistcire de l'art pendant la renaissance. 3. v.
Par. 1889.
746 Muntz, Eugene.
M92
(La) tapisserie. Par. 1882.
709.38 Murray, Alexander Stuart.
M96
Hankbook of Greek archaeology. N.Y. 1892.
708 (he) musee de sculpture compareo dU Palais du Trocaders du
T74
lie au 15e siecle. 3 v. Par. n.d.
750
qM98
Muthe r , Richard.
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Hlstory of modern painting N.Y. 1G90
732
P21
Paris, Pierre.
(La) sculpture antique. ar
,
10G9.
913.38 Pans an ias
P28
Description of Greece; tr. by T. G. Frazer
Lend. 1898..
6 v
734
P91
Perkins, Charles C.
Historical hand-bock of Italian sculpture. N.Y.
1G83
.
705
P
Portfolio; an artistic periodical. 1884-90, 1892-97.
v.lo-21T23-24. Lond. 1884-1897.
913.37 Ramsay, William.
R14
Manual of Roman antiquities. Ed. 14 enl. Lond
pref. 1851.
701
R21
Raymond, George Lansing.
Genesis of art -form. N.Y. 1693.
709.3 Reber, Franz von.
R2.4
History of ancient art; tr. by J. T. Clarke. N.Y.
t
1882.
732
R24
Redford, George.
Sculpture, Egyptian, Assyrian G^eek, Roman. Lond
1888. ( Illustrated hand-books of art history.)
913.37 Rich, Anthony, jr.
R37
Dictionary of Greek & Reman antiquities. Ed. 4. Lond
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1874.
733 Rouse, William Henry Denhaw.
R76
Atlas of classical portraits; Greek. Lond. 1398.
733 Rouse, William Henry Denhan.
R76
Atlas of classical portraits; Roman. Lond. 1898
730 Ruskin, John.
R89
Aratra pentelici; six lectures on the elements of
sculpture. N . Y . pref . 1871.
051 Scribner's magazine. 1887 -May 1904. v. 1-34, v. 31, nosl-
SC
5. N. Y« 1887- May1904;
051 Scribner's monthly. Nov. 1870-0ct. 1881. v. 1-22.
SCR
II . Y . Nov. 1870- Oct. 1881 •
708.4 Societe des artistes francais.
Sol
Catalogue illustre de peinture & sculpture, 17c annee,
Salon 4 de 1393. . Par. 1895.
910 Stoddard, John Lav/son.
St6
Lectures. 12v. Bost. 1903.
759.5 Stone, Mrs. Mary Amelia. (Boomer) '
St7
Development of painting in the 16th century. N.Y.
1900.
759.4 Stranahan, I.Irs. Clara Cornelia (Harrison)
St8
History of French painting from its earliest to its
latest practice. N.Y. 1893.
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705 Studio. Apr. 1893-Apr. 1904. v. 1-138, v. 139, nos
ST
N.Y. 1093- Apr. 1904.
735 Taft, Lorado.
qT12
History or American sculpture. N.Y. 1903.
759.4 Van Dyke, John Charles, ed.
qV28
Modern French masters; a series of biographical &
critical reviews of American artists. N.Y. 1896
150 Van Dyke, John Charles.
V28
Text-book of the history of painting. N.Y. 1894.
913.38 Verrall, Margaret de G.
V61
Mythology & monuments of ancient Athens. Lond.
1890.
730 Viardot, Louis.
V65
Wonders of sculpture. Ed. 2. N.Y. 1893.
733 Waldstein, Charles.
qW14
Essays on the art of Pheidias. Camb. (Eng.) 1885.
709 Ward, James.
W21
Historic ornament; a treatise on decorative art &
architectural ornament. 2. v. N.Y. 1897.
759 Waters, Mrs. Clara ( Erskine ) Clement.
qW31
Stories of art & artists. Bost. 1887.
913.3 Westropp, liodder Michael,
W52
Hand-book of archaeology, Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan,
Roman. Ed. 2. Lond. 1878.
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709.37 Wickhoff, Franz.
-»W63
Roman art, some of its principles & their* applications
to earl;/ christian painting; tr. ed. by Mrs. 3. A.
Strong. Lond. 1900.
709 Vfinckelmann, Johann Joachim.
oW72
History of ancient art; tr. from the German by
G. II. Lodge. 4 v. Bost. 1872-73.
750 Woltmann, Alfred Fredrich Gottfried Albert, von, & T/armann
W8 3
Karl
.
History of ancient earl;7 christian and mediaeval
painting; from the Lon. ed. by Sidney Coivin.
IT.Y. 1880.
709.39 V,rorks of eminent masters in painting, sculpture, architecture
oW89
& decorative art.' v. 2. Lond. 1854.
738 Young, Jennie J.
Y8
Ceramic art; a compendium of the history & manufacture
of Dottery & porcelain. N.Y. 1878.
914.53 Yriarte, Charles.
Y8
Venice; its history, art, industries & modern life;
tr. from the French by F. J. Li J,"eii. Lond. 1880.

The following is an alphabetic index of characters With
exact references to the cantos and lines by which they are
arranged . 'hesii
pace
30
Amazon Canto 2, line 110
Astraea Canto 2, line 420 35
Cassiopera Canto 4, line 418 41
Cupid Canto 1, line 238 18
" Canto 2, line 382 33
Danae Canto 7, line 167 49
Danaides Canto 2, line 319 33
Diana Canto 3, line 348 46
Echo Prologue line 66 15
Egeria Canto 2, line 64 29
Fates Canto 2, line 443 35
Ganymede Canto 3, line 55 37
Graces Canto 2, line 13 28
" Canto 7, line 153 48
Hebe Canto 3, line 97 38
Hera Canto 3", line 99 39
Hjrmen Canto 4, line 126 40
Iris Canto 3, line 11 36
Mnemosyme Canto 4, line 250 40
Memnon Canto 3, line 100 40
Muses Prologue line 178 15
" Canto 2, line 13 28
• "
- Canto 3, line 379 33
" Canto 4, line 276 41
" Canto 4, line 468 43
Nemesis Canto 6, line 158 43
Niobian daughter Canto 4, line 352 41
Persephone " Canto 4, line 419 42
Psyche Canto 2, line 384 34
Sirens C'-mto 2, line 181 32
Venus Canto 1, line 239 23
" Canto 7, line 148 48
Vulcan Canto 3, line 56 '- 37

ECHO, Prologue, line 66-i
"Echo answered in her sleep
From hollow fields."
Echo- The daughter of Aer and Gaea. She was formerly
one of Here 1 s attendants, but offended her mistress by her
deception, and was deprived, in part, of the power of speech.
She could only repeat the sounds ahe heard.
Echo. By E. Onslow Ford. R. A. Royal academy. (sec
Magazine of art, 1S95. 18:441. )
Eqho. By D . W. Stevenson, R.S.A. (see Art journal,
1898. 50:72.)
Echo. T. Stirling Lee. (see Artist, 1898. 22:141.)
Echo. Ethel Wright. (see Artist, 1898. 22:38.)
Echo & Narcissus. S. T. Solomon. (see Art journal,
1895. 47 : 178.
)
Echo & Earcisse. Peinture de Pompei. (see Larousse,
4:29.)
MUSES. Prologue, line 178.
"The hard-grained muses of the cube and aquare '
Were out of season."
Muses - the nine daughters of Zeus and Mnejaosyne , born
in Pieria. They inspired the arts and sciences. Their
names are: Calliope, goddess of epic song; Clio, cf history;
Enterpe, of lyric song; Thalia, of comedy; Melpomene , of
tragedy; Terpischoro, of dancing; Erato, cf erotic poetry;
Polymnia, of serious sac. ed song; Urania, of astronomy.
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Apollo & the muses. By Thorwaldsen. (see Oarproni & broth*
era. Boston. Special list of casts, p. 60,
no. 1006. )
Apotheosis of Homer. British museum. (see Mitchell,
p. 668. )
Bandry : Melpomene & Erato. (see Muther, 1:423.)
Calliope. By Edward Simmons. (see King, p.177-. )
Calliope. Study for Parnassus, by Raphael. Albertina
(see Portfolio, Aug. 1895. p. 23.)
Contest between the mases & the Pierides. II Rosso. Lo :vre
.
(see Champ! in, 3:321.)
Dance of the muses. Guilio Romano. Palazzo Pitti.
Florence. (see Champlin, 3:320.)
Eustache Leseur. Les trios muses. (see Stranahan, racing
p. 130. )
Histcire d'Artemise: Apollon & les muses. Tapiesserie paris^
ienne du 5 siecle. Garde -lie uble national. (see
Muntz, Eugene, (La) tapissierie. p. 243.)
Jupiter & the muses, after Flax?:ian. (see Art amateur,
Jul" 1589, 21:44.
)
Key to Parnassus. (see Kuril, p. 52.)
Lorenzo Costa. The court of the muses. Louvre, Paris.
( see Wol.tman, 2:411. )
Urania. By Edward. Simmons . (see King, p. 176.)
Melpomene. By Edward Simmons. (see King, p. 175.)
Relpomene. Statue in the Vatican. (see Rill, p. 341.)
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Musensarkophag. (see Baumeister, 2:913.)
Muse Urania, A fresco attributed- to Lo Spagna. (see
Scribner's magazirte, Jan. 1893. v. 13. Frontis-
piece . )
Fuse of tragedy. From a drawing by Elihu Vedder. (see
Magazine of art, 1898-99. v. 23. Facing p. 368.)
Fuses: Clio, Uranie, Thalie. Rome, "atican. (see
Collignon, p. 187.)
Fuses welcoming the genius of enlightenment. By Purls
do Chavannes. (see King, p. 9 5.)
Tline muses of Olympus. By Tintoretto. From Hampton
Court palace. (see Art journal, Far. 1903.
55:85.
)
Polymnia. (see Baumeister, 2:972.)
Sacred wood, dear to the arts & to the muses. Fuseum of
Lyons. (see Century magazine, Feb. 1896.
29:558. ) • .
Thalia. (see Baumeister, 2:971.)
Thalia, the muse of comedy, wearing the chiton & peplos
holding the pedum. In the British museum. (see
Redford, p. 51. )
Thamyrls unter den "mu<ie\-\ (see Baumeister, 3:1727.)
Vase. Apollo & the muses; blue & white jasper. By Jos'iah
1TT
edgwood. (see Portfolio, Far. 1894. p. 65.)
Fettstreit der musen mit den sirenen. (see Baumeister,
3:1646. )
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C' JPID. Canto 1, line 238.
"This I seal'd;
The seal was Cap id bent above a scroll,
And o'er his head Uranian Venus hung."
Cupid- the son of Aphrodite, and the God of Love. He
loved Psyche, a beautiful mortal. His mother was jealous of
her beauty, and only after many tests and trials was she
permitted tc become immortal and to wed Cupid.
Amor - Finelli. (see Lubke, v. 2, Taf . 118, n.2.
)
Amor - Gibscn. (see Lubke, v. 2, Taf. 118', n.7.)
Amor mit der Gans . Brunnenf igur . (see Baumeister,
1 : 360 . )
Amor & Psyche by Canova. (see Hennecke, C. & Co. Art
studies. p. 60, no. 3793.)
Anacreon dancing with Bacchus & Cupid. (see Century,
Feb. 1889, p. 491.)
Aphrodite nursing Eros. ^anagra. Ionides collection,
(see Studio, 1898. 14:104.)
Arming Cupid, By Titian. Pal. Borghese at Rome. (see
Eoehler, pi. 214. no. 3.)
Balls picli ndcr Amor. (see Baumeister, 1:248.)
Bronze Cupid. Naples museum. (see Gasman, p. 396.)
Canova. Cupid & Psyche. Louvre. (see Goodyear,
p. 218.)
Chariot race of Cupids in the Frigidarium. (see Dyer,
p. 162.
)
Cupid after Praxiteles. (see 1TTestropp, p. 171.)
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Cupid a prisoner. Glodion. (see Carproni Sc Brothers,
Boston. Special list of casts. p. 103, no. 908.)
Cupid bound by the Nymphs. By P. R . v'eguelin. (see Art
journal, 1896. 48:17b.)
Cupid. British museum. (see harper's classical diction-
ary
, p . 387 .
)
Cupid. By Chaudet. (see Bell, p. 286.)
Cupid captive. Engraved by J. H. Barker from the statue by
C. H. Fraikin. (see Art journal. Exhibition cf art-
industry of Dublin, 1853. Facing p. 28.)
Cupid, head. Andrea della Robbia. (see Carproni, P. P.
& Bro. Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions,
p. 91, no. 825.
)
Cupid, head, high relief. From a panel over a door of the
Duomo, Florence. (see Carproni, P.P. & Bro. Cata-
logue of plaster cast reproductions. p. 83, no. 781.)
Cupid of Phrygillus. (see "'estropp, p. 373. )
Cupid robbed. By C.J. Hoke . (see Artist, 1901.
31:213.)
Cupid sleeping. From the engraving by Gaudolfi. (see
Chap in, p. 242.
)
Cupid mounded. By Carpeaux. (see Portfolio, 1887.
p. 213.
)
Cupids. By Fiamingo. (see Carproni & Brothers, Bos
Special list of casts. p.oO, no. 10002.)
Cupids as dealers in wine.
,,T
all painting in the house of
the Vetti. (see "an, p. 337.)
Cupids as goldsmiths. 17Tall painting in the house of the
.Vetti. (sec I:su, . p. 334 & 335.)
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"Cupid's call". Crayon sketch by Jean Aubort, . (see Art
amateur, Apr. 1889. 20:108.-}
Cupids celebrating the festival of Vesta. Wall painting in
the house of the Vetti. (sec Mas^ p. 3 38.)
Cupids chained. By C. J. Noke. (see Artist, 1901.
31:211.
)
Cupids making & selling oil. Wall painting in the house of
the Vetti. (see I'an, p. 332 & 33.)
Cupids making bread. (see Dyer, p. Hi.)
Cupid's repose by Thorvraldsen. (see Ilennecke, C. & Co.
Art studies. p. 59, no. 3780.)
"Cupid's well." By Harold Speed. (see Studio, 1900.
20:29.)
Cupid cc Psyche. Burne-Jones. (sec International art asso^
ciation. Fine arts. p. 649.)
Cupid & psyche. By Sir E. Burne-Jones, Bart. (see Art
journal, 1897. 49:127.
)
Cupid co Psyche. F. Derwent-Wood. (see Artist, Mar.
1898. 21:190.
)
Cupid & Psyche of the Capitol. (see Bedford, p. 197.)
Dancing Cupids. By Francesco Albani (1578-1660/) Brera.
Milan. (see Koehler, pi. 217, no. 6.)
Education of Cupid. Correggio. national gallery. London
(see Champlin, 1:3581.)
Eros cc Anteros. (see Baumeister, 1:499.)
Eros cc Psyche. Sergell. (see Lubke, Wilhelm von. cc
Lut zow, K.F. A. von . Denkmaler do r kunst . v . 2
.
Taf
. 146, n.8.
)
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Eros als Lowenbandi ger . ( 3ec Baumeister, 1:501
Eros des Praxiteles. Vatican. , (see Baumeister, 1:497.)
Eros. Fro::: the painting by P.A.J. Dagnau-Bouveret . (see
Magazine of art, 1895. 18:426.)
Eros herabschwebend . (sec Baumeister, 1:498.)
Eros: painting on glass. (see Journal of Hellenic studies,
1888. 9:271.)
Fe.nale & Cupid fishing. (see Dyer, p. 378.)
Girl toying with Eros. Tanagra-Salt ing collection. (see
Studio, 1898. 14:103.)
Group of Cupids. From the original in the British museum,
by F. Boucher." (see Portfolio, 1887. p. 103.)
Head of Ercs from Paphos. (see Journal of Hellenic studies
1888. v. 9, pi. 10.)
Invading Cupid's realm. From the painting of William A.
Bouguereau. Engraved by Jcurnard. (see I.Iagazinc- of
art, 1895. 18:109.)
Jupiter 8z Eros. Fresco by Raffaelle. (see Portfolio,
1886. Facing p. 136.)
Love bound by maidens. Florentine school. (see American
journal of archaeology,. 1895. pi. 11.)
"Love's av/akening" . reproduced directly from, the painting by
3. Penault . (see Magazine of art, Nov. 1893.
29:143.)
r.laske of Cupid. By Frank 3. Eastman. (see T 'agazine of
art, 1901-02. 26:231.)
Maske of Cupid. By Osmond Pittman. (see Magazine of art,
1901-02. 26:231.)
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Maske of Cupid. By W.E.G. Solomon • (3eo Magazine of art J
1901-02. 26:231.
)
Mother of the Loves. Fresco by Paul Veronese at the Villa
Barbaro. Masere. (see Yriarte, p. 17.3.)
Nest of Cunids. By Thorwaldsen. (see Stoddard, 11:
241.)
Nest of Cupids. "lural painting at Pompeii, (see Koehler,
pi. 185, no . 5. )
Prudhon: "Cupid & Psyche." (see Muther, 1:300.)
Psyche & Cupid. Francois Gerard. Louvre, Paris. (see
Champlin, 3:481. )
Psyche & Eros. Tanagra. Salting collection. (see Studio
1890. 14:102.)
Shrine of Eros. From the painting of St. George Hare, R.I.
(see Magazine of art, 1899-1900. v. 24, Facing
p. 337.
)
Terra cotta Eros from Eretria. (see Journal of Hellenic
studies, 1895. v. 15, pi. 8.
)
Terra-cottas from Tarentum. (a) ¥,r o s as a child. (see
Journal of Hellenic studies. Plates. 1880-87.
v.1-3, pi. 64.
)
Thorwaldsen. Market of loves. (see Carproni & Brothers
Boston. Special list of casts, p. 99j» no. 895*]
Thorwaldsen. Cupid awakening Psyche. (see Carproni, P.P.
5b Bro. Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions,
p. 97, no. 802.
)
Thorwaldsen . Cupid & Venus. (see Carproni & Brothers,
Boston. Special list of casts. p. 98, no. 086.)
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Titian. Venus equipping Cupid. Borghese palace, Rome,
(see Van Dyke, J: C: Text-book of the history of
painting. p. 115.)
Venus. Amor & Mercur. By Spranger. (see Lubke, rr ilhelin,
History of art. v. 2, Taf. 89, n.3.)
Venus. Mercury & Love. From the painting by Boucher,
(see Magazine of art, May 1903. 27:323.)
VenuB ob Cupid by Raphael. From the engraving by Marc An-
tonio, (see Portfolio, Aug. 1895, p. 67.)
Vintage scene.. Cupids gathering ob pressing grapes. VTall
painting in the house of the Vetti. (see Man;
p. 336/)
Votive offering to Cupid. ( "L 1 offraude a'l'Amour.")
By Jean Baptiste Grenze . (see Art journal, Dec.
1901. 53:351.)
Vulcan, Venus 6o Amor. Tintorette. (see Lubke, T"ilhelm.
History of art. v. 2, Taf. 88, n.i.)
VEHUS. Canto 1, line 239.
• "This I sealed;
The seal was Cupid bent above a scroll
And o'er his head Uranian Venus hung."
Uranian Venus- the goddess of high and pure love.
Aphrodite. Fanche de miroir grec. Musee de Copenhague.
(see Collignon, L. F. Fythologie figurie de la Grece.
p. 145.)
Aphrodite nursing Fros. Tanagra. Ionides collection,
(see Studio, 1898. 14:101.)
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Aphrodite of Cnldoa, Vatican. (see Duff, M.G. Some
noted sculptures & their homes. v.l. Pacing p. 98.)
Aphrodite pourtale\ From "Greek bronzes." (see Artist,
1898 v. 22. Facing p. 118.)
Apollo Sa Venus. Paul Veronese. Fresco in the Villa Barbara
(see Yriarte, Facing, p. 184.)
Bath of Venus. From the painting by Sir E. Burne -Jones,
Bart. (see Magazine of art , 1894. 17:341.)
Birth of Love. By 9. F. Solomon. A. R. A. (see Art
journal, 1896. 48:169.)
Botticelli. Birth of Venus. Uffizzi gallery, Florence.
(see Masters in art. 1900. Botticelli. pi. 5.)
Botticelli, Mars & Venus. In the national gallery. (see
Child, p. 23.)
Boucher (Francois). La toilette de Venus. (see Baschet,
Ludovic . p. 14.
)
Bronze head, probably Aphrodite. From Kythera. Berlin
museum. (see Mitchell, p. 209.)
Canabel. La naissance de Venus. (se Baschet, Ludovic.
P. 77.)
Capitoline Venus. (see Duff, 1:243.)
Donoghue . Venus. (see Hartmann, 2:57.)
Festival of Venus. Rubens. Vienna museum. (see
Champ! in, 4: 342.
)
Giovani Bellini. Allegory of Venus. Academy. Venice,
(see Masters in art. Giovani Bellini. pi. 4.)
Le sommeil de Venus. By Jean -Franco is Millet,
journal, Oct. 1901. 53:309.)
( see Art

Reclining Venus. Palma Vecchio. (see International art
association. Fine arts. p. 406.)
Ruhende Venus von Giorgione. (see Lubke , Wilhelm von.
Giundriss der kunstgeschichte . 1:300.)
Statuette of Aphrodite. Tarsus. (see Journal cf Hellenic
studies. 13S7. 8:345.)
Tete de 'Aphrodite . Muse'e Britannique. (see Paris,
p. 274.)'
Thor'.valdsen. Cupid & Venus. (see Carproni., P. P. & Bro.
Catalogue of plaster casts and reproductions. p. 98,
no. 380.
)
'oiiet of Venus: drawing by Raphael. Malcolm collection,
(sec Portfolio, Aug. 1895. p. 53.
)
Toilet of Venus. Francesco Albani. Louvre. Paris,
(see Champlin, " 4:343.)
Toilet of Venus. From the Painting by Francois Boucher,
(see Magazine of art, 1895. 18:147.)
Toilet cf Venus. Titian. Cobham hall, England. (see
Champlin, 4:344.)
Venus. By Velazquez. Rokeby park, Yorkshire. From a
photograph by E. Yeoman. (see Portfolio, 1896.
pt . 5, p . 77 . )
Venus. Canova. (see Kennecke, C. & co. Art studies,
p . 65 , no . 3G33
.
)
Venus. In a graceful attitude with face & arm raised.
From a bronze in the Berlin museum. (see Carproni,
P. P. Sb Bro. Catalogue of plaster casts & reproduc-
tions, p. 29, no. 177.)
Venus Anadyomenc, Titian. Bridgewater house, London,
(see Champlin, 4:340.)

Venus Aphrodite. Alchcmenes. (see Flaxman, pi. 81.
)
Venus astarte, otherwise Astarte Syriaca, by Dante G.
Rossetoi. (see Portfolio, 1892. Pacing p. 45.
)
Venus at Vulcan's forge. By Bernardino Luini. The
renaissance in Italian art. (see' Artist, 1900.
29:43.
)
Venus bei Anchises. (see Baumeister
,
1:81.)
Venus coming from bath, by Allegrain. (see Kennecke, C. &
Co. Art studies. p. 66, no. 3848.)
Venus concordia. From the unfinished picture by Sir Edward
Burne -Jones. (see Magazine of art, 1899-1900.
24:164.)
Venus de Medici. In the Uffizi gallery, Florence. (see
International art association. Fine arts. p. 95.)
Venus discordia. From the unfinished picture by Sir Edward
Burne -Jones. (see Magazine of art, 1899-1900.
24:135. )
Venus disrobing for the bath. By Lord Leighton. P.R.A.
(see Artist, 1898. 23:221.)
Venus (Aphrodite) from Melos. Louvre. (see Mitchell,
p. 597.
)
Venus Genetrix, probably after Arcusila~U3. Louvre. (see
Gardner, 2:506.)
Venus going to bath. Falconet. (see Hennecke, C. & Co.
Art studies. p. 66, no. 3845.)
Venus leaving the bath. Rome . (see Viardot, p. 138.)
Venus of Cnidos. Praxiteles. (see Flaxman, pi. 22.)

Venus of the Tribune. Titian. Tribune of the Uffizi,
Florence. (see Champlin, 4:. 343.)
Venus Pompeiana. From a v/all painting. (see Mail, p.!2.i)
Venus reclining with Cupids. Painted by Sandro Botticelli,
Etched by G. W. Rhead . (see Portfolio, 1886.
Facing p. 165.
)
Venus removing her sandals. Original a bronze of the 16th
century. Berlin museum. (see Carprcni, P.' P. & Bro.
Catalogue of piaster casts & reproductions. p. 29,
no. 178.)
Venus Verticordia. D. G. Rosetti. (see Artist. Jan.
1898. 21:39.)
Venus & Adonis. By Thomas Phillips. R.A. From the paint-
ing in the Diploma gallery. (see Art journal,
1895. 47:45.)
Venus & Adonis. Guercino. Dresden gallery. (see
Champlin, 4:337.)
Venus & Adonis; or, Departure for the chase. From the
painting by J. M. W. Turner. R.A. (see Magazine of
art, 1896-97. 20; 319.)
Venas ca Adonis. Rubens. Hermitage, St. Petersburg,
(see Champlin, 4:338.)
Venus & Adonis. Titian. Madrid museum. (see Champlin.
4:339.
)
Venus & Amor. Cranach. (see Lubke , Vfilhelm . von &
Lutzow, K.F.A. von, Denkmaler der kunst. v. 2.
Taf . 84, n. 11.
)
Venus & Anchises. By Sir V.T . B. Richmond. K.C.B., R.A.
In the Walker art gallery, Liverpool. (see Magazine
of art, 1900-1901. 25:145.)
Venus & Cupid by Raphael. From the engraving by Marc
Antonio. (see Portfolio, Aug. 1895. p. 67.)
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Venus <x Cupid. Titian. Paiazzo Borghese, Rone. (see
Champlin, 4:341.
)
Venus & Mars. Annivaie Caracci. (see De Forest
,
p.aei.)
"Venus ob Paris". K. Macheli. (see Artist, Oct. 1897.
v. 20. Facing p. 531.)
Venus & Vulcan. Anton Van Dyck. Louvre, Paris. (sec
Champlin, 4:346.)
Vulcan, Venus & Amor. Tintorette. (see Lubke, Wllhelm von
& Lutzow, K.F.A. von. Denkmaler der kunst. v. 2,
Taf. 88, n. 1.)
Worship of Venus. By Titian. Prado gallery, Madrid. From
a photograph "by Braun, Clement et cie. (see Port-
folio, 1897. pt.4, p. 71.)
MUSE 3 . Canto 2, line 13.
"The Muses and the Graces group' d in threes,
Enringed a billowing fountain in the midst."
(see Muses, Prologue, line 178.)
Graces-the goddesses grace, charm and beauty, and
daughtert of Zeus. Their names are -Euphrosyne (Joy), Thalia
(Bloom) cc Aglaia (Brilliance).
German pilon. The graces. Louvre. (see Gopdyear, W. H.
History of art. p. 212.)
Grazien. Siena. (see Baumeister, 1:375.)
Grazien des Sokrates in Athen. (see Baumeister, 1:375.'
Graces. Chiarmonti relief. (see Pausanias, 2:269.)
Graces & Hermes. Marble relief. (see Pausanias, 2:270)
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Head of one of the three graces in Botticelli's "Allegory
of soring." In the Academy at Florence. (sec Child,
P- 11.)
Histoire de Vulcain: les trois Graces. Tapi3serie bruxel-
loise du 16e siecle. Colleotio- de IT. Jourdain.
(see Muntz, Eugene. (La) tapisserie. p. 21:5. )
Les kharites. Bas-relief du inusee Chiarmonti, Vatican,
(see Colligneon, L. M. Mythologie figuree de la
Grece . p. 181. )
ITatoire, Charles-Joseph. Les trois graces. (see Baschct,
p. 4. )
Nymphs & kharites. . Bas-relief du musee du Naples,
(see Collignon, L. M. Mythologie figuree de la
Grece . o. 223. )
Regnault, Jean-Baptiste , "baron. Les trois graces,
(see Baschet, p. 10.)
Three graces. BY Canova. (see Hennecke, C. cc Co.
Art studies. p. 60, no. 3799.)
Three graces. Raphael. Due d'Aumaie, Chant illy . (see
Charaplin, 2:163.
)
Tintoretto. Mercury & the graces. Ducal palace, Venice.
( see Goodyear , VT : H: History of art. p. 295. )
EGF.RIA. Canto 2, line 64.
"Tor stunted squaws of "rest or East, but she
That taught the Sabine how to rule."
Egeria - a Roman goddess of fountains, who possessed
the gift of prophecy. She was the councillor of Numa Pompil-
ius, a Sabine by birth and king, of Rome. After his death
she went to the shrine of the African, who changed her into
a fountain, as her wallihs disturbed the worshippers.
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Egeria and her nymphs, painted in 1669. By Claude Lovain.
Naples museum. By permission of G. Brogi. (see
Portfolio, Mar. 139.5. p. 47.)
AI"'AZ0! T . Canto 2, lino 110.
"Thereupon she took
A bird's-eye view of all the ungracious past;
Glanced at the legendary Amazon
As emblematic of a nobler age."
Amazons were a mythical race of warlike women who were
said to live in Asia Minor, north of the Black Sea, in
city ^hemiocyra where they were governed by their queen.
They invaded Attica in the reign of Theseus. In the Trojan
war they came to the assistance of Priam, but their queen
Penthesilea was killed by Achilles.
Amazon. A" Berlin museum. By August Kiss. (see Baxter,
p . 166 . )
Amazon. Capitoline type. Rome , Vatican. (see Gardner,
E. A. . andbook cf Greek sculpture. 2:334.)
Amazon. Copied from a sarcophagus in the museum of the
capitol at Rome. (see Rich, p. 25.)
Amazon. From a mural painting at Pompeii. (see Koehler,
pi. 190, no . 5. )
Amazon. From an Attic red-figurec vase from Vulci; in the
•British museum. About 500 B.C. (see Hill,
.p. 143.)
Amazon. From pediment at Epidaurus. Athens, National mu-
seum, (see Gardner, E. A. handbook of Greek
sculpture. 2:573.)
Amazon. Perhaps a copy of PolycleiT.os 1 Amazon. Berlin.
Restored. (see Mitchell, p. 591.)
Amazon. (see Gay ley, p. 5 57.)
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Amazone des Sosekles im Capitol.
Taf. 16.)
Death of the Amazon Penthesilea.
( see Hill, p. 114. )
Griechen mit Amazonen kampfend.
(see Baume later , v. 3,
)
On a sarcophagus at Paris.
(see Baumeister, 2:897.)
Amazonen kampf . (see Baumeister, 2:893. )
Araazonenschlaoht . (see Baumeister, p. 698.)
Amazons & Greeks. South Italian vase (amphora) in the
Jatta collection at Ruvo . Fourth century B.C. (see
Rill, p. 141.
)
Battle with the Amazons before Troy. (see Gayley, p. 23
Dead Amazon. Naples. (see International art association.
(The) fine arts. p. 271.
)
Painting from the Amazon sarcophagus of Cometto. Dra^m by
C. F. Murray; lithographed by R. Steinback. Berlin,
(see Journal of Hellenic studies. pi. 36, 37 c?c 38.)
Part of the Amazon frieze from the interior of Temple to
Apollo at Bassai near Phigaleia. British museum,
(see Mitchell, p. 398-99.)
Part cf the Amazon frieze of the mausoleum. British museum,
(see Tritchell, Facing p. 470.)
Springende Amazone, villeicht nach Phidias. Vatikan.
(see Lubke, Wilhelm von. Grundriss der kunstgeschichte
1:223.)

SIRENS. Canto 2, line 181
•
"Who could thin].
The softer Adams of your Academe,
sister, sirens though they be, were such
As chanted on the blanching bones of men."
Sirens- sea nymphs of Greek legend who fasinuted those
who came within hearing of their singing and then destroyed
them.
Athenische gradsirene. (see Baumeister, 3:1644.)
Odysseus & die sirenen. (see Baumeister, 3:1645.
)
Siren. By Peuch. (see Art journal, 1896. 48:206.)
Sirene. Farbre d'Athenes. (see Collignon, L. M.
;
Tthologie figuree de la Grece. p. 289.)
Sirens. By Henrietta Rae . (see Magazine of art, June
1903. 27:373.)
Sirens. By F. M. Swan A.R.A. (see Art journal, 1896,
48:167.)
Sirens. Design for tapestry by Edmund Aman-Jean. (see
Magazine of art, 1900-01. 25:533.)
Siren's nest. From the painting by Albert Faignan. (see
Magazine of art, 1895. 18:366.)
Syren. By Hal Hurst , (see Art journal, 1&98.
50:198. )
Ulysses & the sirens. From a lithograph in colors by Otto
Griener. (see Studio, 1S98-99. 15:265.)
We t tstreit ; der musen mit den sirenen. (see Baumeister,
3:1646.)

DANAID . Canto 2, line 319,
"Let not„your prudence, de .rest,, drowse, or prove
The danaid of a leaky vase, for fear
This whole foundation ruin, and I loose
My honor, these their lives."
Danaides-the fifty daughters of Danius, king of Libya.
They married the fifty sons of Aegyptus, their father's
brother. Daneius commanded them to kill their husbands, in
revenge for a wrong his brother had done him. Ail but one
obeyed, and though they were purified by Hermes and Athene
they were condemned to draw water forever in perforated
vessels in the lower world.
Danaid. By G. W. Joy. From the picture in. the possession
of L. J. Lippert, esq. of Hamburg. (see Art journal,
1000. 52:22.)
Danaides. (see Larousse, 3:506.)
Danaides. Drawn by Fernard Khnopff. (see Magazine of art,
1896-97. 20; 241.
)
Danaides visccnti. Museo Pio-Clementino . (see Harper's
classical dictionary. p. 458.)
MUSES. Canto 2, line 379.
"I learnt more from her in a flash,
Than if my brain-pan were an empty hull.
And every Muse tumbled a science in."
(see Muses, Prologue, line 178.)
CUPID . Canto 2, line 382.
"but
With me Sir, entered in the bigger boy.
The head of all the go ldenshafted firm.
The longlimbed lad that had a Psyche too."
(see Cupid Canto 1, line 238.
)
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PSYCHE. Canto 2, line 384.
"but
With me Sir, entered in the bigger boy.
The head of all the goldenshaf ted firm.
The longlimbed lad that had a Psyche too."
Psyche -a mortal who was so beautiful as to excite the
jealousy of Venus. Cupid was commanded to inspire her with
love with the most contemptible of all men, but fell in love
with her himself. He carried her to a charming spot where
he visited her ever" night, unseen and unknown. Her sisters
persuaded her to find out who he was, and when Cupid saw
her mistrust he left her. Venus gained possession of her
and imposed hard tasks upon her. Cupid still loved her,
and helped her through her sufferings. She finally became
immortal and was unite to him forever.
Bath of Psyche. Leighton. (see International art associa-
tion, Fine arts. p. 657. )
Canova. Cupid & Psyche. Louvre. (see Goodyear, W: H:
History of art.' p. 218.)
Cupid & Psyche. By Sir E. Burne -Jones, bart . (see
Art journal, 1697. 49:127.)
Cupid & Psyche of the capitol. (see Bedford, p. 197.)
Gerard Francois-Pascal-Simon, baron. Psyche recoit le
premier baiser de l'amour. (see Baschet, p.7.)
Mercury conducting Psyche to Olympus. Raffaelle. (see
Portfolio, 1886. p. 137
Pan & Psyche. By Sir Edward Burne-Jones. (see Studio,
1899. 16:179.)
Pradhon: Cupid & Psyche. (see Muther, 1:308.)
Prudhon: The rape of Psyche. (see ^:ither i 1:315.)
.
Psyche. Farewell. By George Karcourt. (see I'.agazine of
art, 1696-97. 20:233.)
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Psyche. Harry Bates, A.K.A. (see Artist Dec. 1897
20; 585.
)
Psyche. Ivory bust. By J. P. DeVigne. (see Studio
1394-95. 4:150.)
Psyche . Side panel. Harry Bates, A.R.A. ( se Artist*,
Dec. 1897. 20:580.)
Psyche um Schonung f^ehend. (see Baumeister, 3:1427.)
Psyche & Eros. Tanagra. Salting collection. (see
Studio, . 1898. 14:102.)
Psyches gathering flowers. 1TTali paingint in the house of
Vettie. (see Man, p. 330.)
Thorwaldsen. Cupid awakening Psyche. (see Carproni, P. P.
& Ero. Catalogue of blaster casts & reproauct ions
.
p. 97.)
A3TRAE. Canto 2, line 470
"The second sight of some Astraean age
Sat compass 'd with professors."
A trae -daughfee r of Zeus and goddess of justice. She
lived among men during the Golden age, but withdrew to
heaven when mankind became wicked, and was placed among the
stars in the constellation Virgo.
FATES. Canto 2, line 443.
"But T.ve three
Sat muffled like the Fates."
Fates-Clotho (the spinner) who spins the thread of life;
Lachesis (disposer of lots) who measures its length, ar.d
Atropos (the inevitable) who cuts it off. They are three
sisters, the daughters of Zeus, Who determine- the destines
of men.
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Fates. By Edward Simmons, (see King, p. 150.
)
Fates. Onyx caraeo mounted in silver frame of his own design
By Georges Lemaire. (see Magazine of art, July
1903. 27:440* )
Fates. Prize design at Royal academy schools. By Francis
Derwent Wood. (see Magazine of art, 1895.
18:155.)
Morai . or Fates. From the Parthenon. London. (see
International art association, Fine arts. p. 251.)
Three Fates. By M. Angelo. (1475-1564.) (see King,
Facing p. 31.
)
IRIS. Canto 5, line 11.
"The circled Iris of a night of tears."
Iris, daughter of Thaumas and Electra, and the
messenger of the Gods. She is the personf ication of the
rain-bow
.
Iris. Attic nedfig .red vase-painting. Present possessor
unknown. Fifth century B. C. (see Hill, p. 66.)
Iris assaulted by the Centaurs. From the fragments of a
vase in the Etruscan museum at Florence. (see
Journal of Hellenic studies, Plates. pi. 2,)
Iris carrying a child. (see Gayley, p. 73.)
Iris descending. (see Flaxman, pi. 46.)
Restored head of Iris from the pediment of the Parthenon,
(see Harper's new monthly magazine, Mar. 18§Q
.
80:635.)
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GANYMEDE . Canto 3, line 55.
"They mounted Ganymedes,
To tumble Vulcans on the second morn."
Ganymede,- the son of Tros, king of Dardania. Zeus
desired him for cup-bearer . on account of his beauty, and
sent his eagle, which carried the boy to heaven.
Ganymede. By Henry Olive Walker, (see King, p. 182.)
Ganymede . Engraned by J. H. Baker from the group- by E. S
Bartholomew. (see Clark, Facing p. 129.)
Ganymede. From the oil painting by G. F. Watts, R.A.
(see Portfolio, 1892. Facing, p. 241.)
Ganymede bourne away by the eagle of Zeus . Greek mirror
with relief. (see Ccllignon, L. M. . Manual of
Greek archaeology. p. 359.)
Ganymede . feeding the eagle. Relief: Sepolcri. (see
Gay ley
, p . 91 . )
Thorwaldsen' s Ganymede & the eagle. (see Stoddard,
11:43.
)
Jupiter 8a Ganymede. By Sir Richard Westmacott, R.A.
(s^e Art journal, 1898. 50:138.
)
Jupiter & Ganymede. (see Winckelmann, v. 3. Facing
p. 152.)
VULCAN. Canto 3, line 56.
"They mounted Ganymede s,
To tumble Vulcans on the second morn."
.
vulcan-the Italian god of fire and the hearth. Re was
the. son of Zeus and Hera and was ugly and lame in both feet.
His mother, disgusted with his looks threw him from heaven.
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Sea-nymphs took care of him and concealed him Tor nine years
in a cavern. lie was recalled to Olympus, but was hurled
from it a second time, by Zeus, for taking his mother's part
in a quarrel. He feli fro • heaven upon which became
his favorite abode.
Boucher. Vulcan shov/ing the arms of Aeneas to Venus,
(see Brownell, Facing p. 16.)
Forge of Vulcan. By Velazquez. (see Portfolio, 1896.
pt .4. Facing, p. 38.)
Handwerker Vulcan. (see Baumeister, 1:648.)
Vulcan. From the fresco of Olympus by Paolo Veronese.
Villa Maser. (see Portfoiio, 1 84. p. 141.)
Vulcan, V onus co Amor. Tintorette. (see Lubke, Wilhe 1m,
von & Liitzow, K.F.A. von. Denkmaler dec kunst.
v.2, Taf. 88, n. 1.)
HEBE. Canto 3, line 97.
For her, and her,
Bebes are they to hand ambrosia, mix
The nectar."
Hebe-daughter of Zeus and Here and goddess of eternal
youth. She was the hand maiden of the gods. and the wife of
Herakles after his apothesis.
Canova. Hebe. Berlin. (see Goodyear, W: II: History
of art o . 217 . )
Hebe-marble statue. B - ' Ruth Canton. (see Internet ional
studio, Apr. 1897. 1:130.)
Hebe. Peinture de vase. (see Colli. -non, p. 178.)
Bebe
,
(see Baumeister, 1:629.)
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Ilochzeit .des Heracles & der Hebe.
1:630.
)
( see Baume later
,
HE] A. Canto 3, line 09.
"but ah, she -whene'r she rnoveB
The Samian Here rises, and she speaks
A L5 emnon smitten with the morning sun."
Here-the wife cf Zeus and goddess of Heaven. Samos
was her favorite island and a ;;reat temple wai erected there
in her honor.
Colossal head in limestone, probably Hera. Olympia.
(see Hit che 11, v>.20d\ )
Farnese Hera. Ilaples . (see Tarnuand, Frontispiece.)
Head of Hera. Fro-:: the Heraeum. (see Pausanias,
3:394.
)
Head of Juno. Possibly by Alcamenes. In the Ludovisi
palace, Rome. (see Waters, p. 6.)
Hera. Statute found at Samos. (see Coliignon, L.I r .
LTanual of Greek archaeology. p. 143.)
Hera of Polycleitus. Head in the British museum. (see
Journal of Hellenic studies, 1901. v. 21, pi. 2.)
Juno (?) als nahrmutter. (see Baumeister,
t
1:650.)
Juno. By Robert Christie, R.B.A. (see Artist, 1901.
31 : 38 . )
Juno. From the fresco cf Oljwnpus by Paolo Veronese. Villa
maser. (see Portfolio, 1SB4. p. 140.)
Juno opening the gates of war. (see Hill, p. 191.)
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Zeus & Hera on Mt . Ida. Wall-painting from the house of
the Tragic poet. (see Hau, p. 44.)
MEMNON. Canto 3, line 100.
"A memnon smitten with the morning sun."
"emnon-the son of Tithomus and Kos (Aurora). He cane
to the assistance of Priam during the Trojan war. Though
he wore the armour forged by Hspkaestos, he was slain by
Achilles after a hard combat. Zeus made him immortal to
soothe the grief of Eos. A temple at Thebes was erected to
him. Behind this was a colossal statue, which when strick
with the rays of the rising sun, gave forth a aound like
the snaping asunder of a cord.
I'lemncn colossi. Thebes. (see Mitchell, p. 49.)
Vocal memnon . (see Stoddard, p. 296.)
HYMEN. Canto, 4, line .-36.
""^ould this same mock love, and this mock Hymen,
were laid un like winter bats".
Kymen-the Greek god of marriage . Pie was the son of
Apollo, and one of the muses. He is represented as a j^outh
with wings like Eros, but has a more serious aspect, and
carries the marriage torch and nuptial veil.
Hymen. Painting in the Naples museum,
p . 3G2 . )
see Gusman,
Reynolds. Three ladies adorning a term of Hymen* National
gallery, London. (see Masters in art, Reynolds,
pi. 5.)
MNEMOSYNE. Canto 4, line 250.
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"At last I hook'd m; r ankle in a vine,
That ciaspd the feet of a Mnemosyne
And falling on my ace was caught and known."
Mnemosyme-mother of the muses and goddess of memory.
MUSE . Canto 4, line 276.
"I fed you with the milk of every Muse."
(see Muses, Prologue line 178.)
NIOBEAN DAUGHTER . Canto 4, line 352.
"Which melted Florian's fancy as she hung
,
A Hiobean daughter, one arm out
Apealing to the bolts of Heaven".
Niobean daughter-Niobe dared to say that her children
were more beautifui than those of Leto. To punisi: this
presumption, Apollo and Artemis slew ail the children with
their arrows, and Zeus turned ali their attendents into
stone
.
Niobe groupe
. (see Duff, M.G. Some noted sculptures
and their homes. v.i, p. 209, 10, 13, 14, 19, 20,
28, 31, & 32. )
TTiobiden relief. Petersburg. (see Baumeister, 3:1680.)
Slaying of the ITiobids. From a fedfigured va'se (crater)
from Orieto, in the Louvre. About 450 B.C. (.see
Hill, p. 34.)
CASSI0PERA. Canto 4, line 418.
"Spher'd up with Cassiopera, or the enthron'd
Persephone in Hades, "
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Cassiopea -vrixs the wl€e of an Ethiopian king, and
mother' of Andromeda, whos e beauty she extalled above that
of the Ilereids. She was afterward placed in the constell; -
tion which bears her name.
PERSEPHONE. Canto 4, line 419.
"or the enthroned
Persephone in Iiades."
Persephone-the daughter of Zeus and Demeter. She was
beloved by Pluto, the king of the lower world, and was
abducted by him. Her mother's agony persuaded him to restore
her for half the year, but since she had tasted food in
Hades she had to spend the other half of the year with him
in the lower world.
Bas-relief of Eleusis. Ceres*"** iptolemus . Pr-Qsperine .
Discovered in 1859. In the museum at Athens. (see
Redf crd, p. 133.
)
Demeter. & Persephone nit Jakchos. (see Baumeister,
1:413.
)
Descent of Persephone into Hades. Redfigured vase, fourth
cent. E. C. (see Hill, Facing, p. 25.)
Figures from an embroidery design. Psyche before Persephone,
(see Art journal, 1896. 43:329.)
From the eastern gable of the Parthenon. Demeter &
Persephone. (see Reber, p. oil.)
Hades ob Persephone. Etruscan painting. Dennis. (see
harper's classicai dictionary, p. 1204.)
Powers. Prosper ine . (see Taft, p. 01.)
Prosperine. (see Portfolio, May 1894. Facing p. GO.)
Pr' sperine rendue a sa mere. P. A. Laurens. (see Art
& decoration, 1902. 11:173.)
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Raub dcr proscrpina. (see Baune later
,
1:410.)
Raub der Proserpina, (see Baumeister. 1:1-20.)
Raub der Proserpina. Gairardon. (see LuLke , WiiheifJ von
& Lutzoy, K.F.A. von Denkmaler der kunst. 2 v.
1884, Taf. 93, n.9.)
MUSES. Canto 4, line 468.
"High above them stood
The placid marble muses, looking peace."
(see I'uses, Prologue, line 178.)
NEMESIS. Canto 6, line 158.
"The common hate with the revolving wheel
Should drag you down, and some great nemesis
Break from a darken' d future crown' d with fire
And tread you out forever."
Nemesis-the goddess of due proportion. She hated
every transgression of the bounds of moderation and
perished all who committe any such crime. In this way
she became the goddess of vengeance and chastisement.
Nemesis. Monnaie de Smyrne . (see Collignon, p. 320.)
Nemesis. I.Iusee du Vatican. (see Larcusse. 6:340.)
Nemesis. (see Baumeister, 2:1008.)
Rethel. Nemesis. (see Muther, 1:375.
)
PALLAS. Canto 6, line 347.)
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"Now fir'd an angry Pallas on the helm,
i;ow sot a wrathful Dian's morn on fire."
Pallas-a Greek goddess, the daughter of Zeus, from
whose head she sprang forth in full armour. She was the
goddess of eternal virginity, mistress of the thunder and
lightning and protectress of Athens.
Atnana, einen giganten nieuerstopend. (see Bauraeister,
i : 220
.
)
Athena d'Egine. (see Paris, p. 171.)
Athena d'Kndoios. (see Paris, p. 152.)
Athene from a stell Athens. (see Journal of Hellenic
studies, 1889. 10:268.)
Athene from the frieze of the Parthenon. British museum,
London. (see Waldstein, pi. 10.)
Athene cc Encleadus. On a bronze. (see Journal of
Hellenci studies, 1883. v. 4, Facing, p. 90 . )
Der streit Poseidons mit Athena um das land Attika. (see
Baumeister, 3:1395.)
Farnese Minerva. T Taples. (see Duff, M. G. Some noted
sculptures & their homes. 2:277.)
Gebufct der Athena & drei Parzen. (see Baumeister,
1:210.
Head of Athena formerly in the Disney collection. (see
Journal of Hellenic studies, 1899. v. 19, pi. 1.
)
Head of Athena in the Fitzwilliarn museum. (see Journal
of Hellenic studies, 1899. 19:2.
)
Head of Virgin Athena. Gold medalion in Hermitage museum,
(see Pausanias, 2:315.)

Lenormant statuette, unfinished copy after the Athena
Parthenos by Phidias. Found in Athens Athens,
(see Gardner, 1:254.)
Marmorkopie der LemnisconAthenu, Dresden, Albert inun.
(see Lubke , WilheJjn von. Grundriss der kunst
geschichte 1:202.
)
Minerva. Bust in ivory & bronze. By J. Dillens. (see
Portfolio, Nov. 1895. p. 74.)
Minerva. By W. M. Palin. (see Art journal. 1896.
48:234.
)
Minerva. From the fresco by Tiepoio at the Villa Valmarana.
(see Art journal, 1899. 51:338.)
Minerva Medica. Vatican, (see Duff, M. G. Some noted
sculptures and their homes. 1:107.)
Minerva of the capitol, Rome. (see Duff, M. G. Some
noted sculptures & their homes. 1:129.)
Minerva & Prometheus. Thorwaldsen. Copenhagen. (see
Arts for America, June 1898. 7:529.)
Minerve triumphant des Vices. By Mautegna. Formerly in the
Camerino of Isabelle d'Este, now in the Louvre. (see
Art journal, 1898. 50:104.)
Mourning Athena. Athens, Acropolis museum. (see Gardner,
E. A. Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2:302.)
Pallas Athene. From the painting by Botticelli recently
discovered in the Pitti palace. (see hagazine of art,
1^95. 18:277.)
Pallas Athene in Munchen. (see Baumeister
,
1:212.)
Pallas from Vellefcri. Louvre. (see Duff, !'. G. Some
noted sculptures & their homes. 1:187.)
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Pallaa or tlie Albani villa. (3ee Winckclr.iann, v. 3 Facing
p. 134.)
DIANA. Canto 6, line 348.
"Now set a wrathful Diane's
motion on fire."
Diana-an ancient Roman goddess, akin to the Greek
Artemis. She was the goddess of the morn and of the chase
She was the sister of Apollo, and. the daughter of Latona
and Jove
.
Archaist ische Artemis zu Furichen. (see Baumeister,
p..349.)
Artemis. British museum. (see Harper's classical dict-
ionary
, p . 307 . )
Artemis found at Pompeii. Bronze. Showing the Archaic
style of drapery folds. In. the TTaples museum. (see
Redford, p. 106.)
Artemis. From a water color drawing by Percy BUckman
.
(see International studio, Oct. 1897. 2:265.)
Artemis. From the painting by G. F. Watts, R.A. (see
Magazine of art, 1894. 17:340.)
Artemis. From the plaque in lev; relief by Hans sThorny croft
,
R.A. (see Portfolio, 1889. Facing p. 48. )
Bronze head of Artemis. heroic size. In the British
museum bronze room. (see Redford, Frontispiece.)
Coin. Rome. Head of Di^na. (see Kill, pi. 12, no. 3.)
Delaunay: Diana. (see Muther, 1:427.)
Detail from Diana's chase. Domenchino . Bcrghese gallery.
Rome. (see Goodyear. p. 1.0.)
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Diana. A bronze statue by J. A. Jtoudon, 1741-1620 in the
Louvre, Paris. (see International art association,
Fine arts . 1 p. 23.
)
Diana. A decorative panel by Robert Sauber. (see Artist,
May 1097. v. 19 Pacing p. 241.)
Diana. Artemis Knagia. (see Collignon, .Maxime
.
Mythologie figuree de la Grece, p. 65.)
Diana. By R. W. Macbeth, A.R.A. (see Art journal 1900.
52:292.
)
Diana. By W. Strong. (see Studio Extra number. A
record of art in 1090. p. 99.)
Diana. Decorative painting by Faivre -Duffer in the Chateau
d'Anet. (see Art amateur, July- 1061. 5:34.)
Diana. From the painting by R. Schuster-Wcldau. From the
photograph by Franz Haufstaengl. (see Magazine of
art, 1099-1900. 24:416.)
Diana. From the statue by J. Warrington Wood. (see
Magazine of art, 1091. 14:140.)
Diana driving array Love. ByBaudry. (see Van Dyke, J. C.
ed. Modern French masters. Facing p. 66.)
Diana of fontainebleau. By Benvenuto Cellini. (see
Bell, p. 266.)
Diana of Gabii. (see Carprcni & brothers. , Boston
Special list of casts p. 19.
)
Diana, the moon, with a circular nimbus. (see Didron
1:06.)
Diana, Twilight & Davm. By William Stott of Oldham. (see
Studio,' 1094-95. 4:11.)
Diana von Ephesus. (see Raumeister, P. 151.
)
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Diana & Acteon. Titian. Bridgewatcr hcuae, London,
(see Champlin, 1:402.)
Diana & Callisto. Titian. Bridgwater house, Lon don,
(see Champlin, 1:403.
)
Diana & Endymion. Engraved by M. Klinkicht. (see
Magazine of art, 1896-97. 20:201.)
Etruscan bronze statuette of Diana. British museum. (see
Goodyear, W:H: Roman & mediaeval art, p. 20.)
Latone, Artemis & Apolion. Ex-voto delphique. (see
Colli^non, Maxime . Mythologie figure e de la Grece.
p. 109.)
Letc, Artemis & Apollo with Victory. (see Hill, p. 33.)
Polychrome marble s atue of Diana in the revived Archaic
style. TTaples .museum, (see Gusman
, p. 393.)
Sketch for "Diana. Arthue Wardle . (see Artist, June
1897. 19:257.
)
Warner:Diana, Cottier & Co., New York. (see Taft . p. 265.)
VENUS. Canto 7, line 148.
"lovelier in her mood
Than in her mold that other, when she came
From baron depths tc conquer all with love;"
(see Venus, Canto 1, line 239.)
GRACES: Canto 7, line 153.
"Naked, a double light in ari and wave,
To meet her Graces where they decked her out,
For -.worship without end."
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( see Graces, Canto 2
f
line 13.)
DANAE. Canto 7, line 107.
"Now lies the Earth all Danae to the stars;"
DanaS -daughter of Acrisius, king of Argos. She was
shut in a brazen tower, in orde that a prophecy which said
that her son should kill his grandfather, might not be ful-
f iled. Zeus loved her and visited her in a golden shower.
She became the mother of Perseus. Acrisius caused them to
be enclosed in a chest and cast into the sea. They reached
the island of Serephus in safety. There the boy grew up to
manhood and on his return to Argos , killed his .grandfather,
being ignorant of his identity.
Danae mit Perseus sol in demkasten eingespertt werden.
(see Baumeister, 1:406.)
Danae. Titian. Vienna museum. (see Champlin, 1:307.)
Danae von Correggio.- (see Lubke , Wilhelm von.
Grundriss der kunst geschichte. 3:303.)
Danae von Jan Mabuse (Gossaert) (see Lubke, Wilhelm von
Grundriss der kunst geschichte. 3:576.)
Danae & the golden rain. Greek redfigured vase from
Caere in Atruria, early fifth century D. C. (see
Hill
, p. 14.
)
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